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My introduction to MBX
Met Rob Beezer of U. Puget Sound in June 2013.
Rob explained a new-and-different approach to
book-writing.
Intriguing to fellow PCC instructor Chris Hughes and
myself.
Seed planted to use MBX for a precalculus text.
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What is MBX?
Source files (.xml)
MathBook XML (MBX)
.brf .pdf .epub .html
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Intimidated by XML
Wanted to learn
MBX, but code
was intimidating:
<section xml:id="section-function-basics">
<title>The Basics of Function Vocabulary</title>
<outcomes>
<outcome>Understand the definition of a function.</outcome>
<outcome>Use standard notation for functions correctly, and recognize when it has been used incorrectly.</outcome>
<outcome>Recognize some real examples of functions in your life.</outcome>
</outcomes>
<sidebyside>
<!-- <paragraphs valign="top" width="60%">-->
<p valign="top" width="60%">Most of us are familiar with the <m>\sqrt{\phantom{x}}</m> symbol. This symbols is used to turn numbers into their square roots. Sometimes it’s simple to do this on paper or in our heads, and sometimes it helps a lot to have a calculator. We can see some calculations in <xref ref="table-squareroots"/>.</p>
<!-- </paragraphs>-->
<table xml:id="table-squareroots" valign="top" width="40%">
<caption>Values of <m>\sqrt{x}</m></caption>
<tabular halign="center">
<thead />
<row><cell><m>\sqrt{9}</m></cell><cell><m>{}={}</m></cell><cell><m>3</m></cell></row>
<row><cell><m>\sqrt{\sfrac{1}{4}}</m></cell><cell><m>{}={}</m></cell><cell><m>\sfrac{1}{2}</m></cell></row>
<row><cell><m>\sqrt{2}</m></cell><cell><m>{}\approx{}</m></cell><cell><m>1.41\ldots</m></cell></row>
<tfoot />
</tabular>
<todo>Make better table</todo>
</table>
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Intimidated by XSL
MBX itself’s code
even moreso:
<xsl:template match="sidebyside">
<xsl:text>\begin{figure}&#xa;</xsl:text>
<xsl:text>\centering&#xa;</xsl:text>
<xsl:apply-templates select="*[not(self::caption)]" mode="sidebyside"/>
<!-- output the child nodes -->
<xsl:text>\popValignCaptionBottom&#xa;</xsl:text>
<!-- global caption -->
<xsl:apply-templates select="caption" />
<xsl:text>\end{figure}&#xa;</xsl:text>
</xsl:template>
<!-- vertical alignment of objects inside sidebyside -->
<xsl:template match="*" mode="sidebyside-subitem-valign">
<!-- process the width attritbute -->
<xsl:variable name="width">
<!-- the width of a <object/> inside a sidebyside is translated into
a fraction of \textwidth
we do this by stripping the % sign, and
adding a leading .
for example 50% is turned into .50\textwith
-->
<xsl:choose>
<xsl:when test="@width">
<xsl:value-of select="substring-before(@width,’%’)" />
</xsl:when>
<xsl:otherwise>
<!-- default width is calculated by computing 100/(number of figures)
for example, if there are 4 figures, the default width will be 25% -->
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A year and a half later. . .
Great book, but too
expensive: $177.70 new
at PCC bookstore.
For CC students, books
are 30% of education
expenses.
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Pitch Rob’s book to colleagues
Free HTML, inexpensive
physical, but is it good?
Yes!
But colleagues want more
applications and some
customization. . . perfect!
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Contribution to Rob’s Book
Added
a chapter.
Learned MBX
through this
small, focused
project.
Moved on with
confidence.
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Calculus Lab Manual
PCC’s calculus I
lab manual.
Not ADA accessi-
ble, hard to up-
keep, and could
have better fea-
tures in HMTL.
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Activity 10 
 
Many limit values do not exist.  Sometimes the non-existence is caused by the function value either 
increasing without bound or decreasing without bound.  In these special cases we use the symbols 
  and   to communicate the non-existence of the limits.  Figures 10.1-10.3 can be used to 
illustrate some ways in which we communicate the non-existence of these type of limits. 
 
In Figure 10.1 we could (correctly) write  
2
lim
x
k x

  ,  
2
lim
x
k x

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2
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  . 
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w t
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In Figure 10.3 we could (correctly) write  
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T x
 
   and  
3
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x
T x
 
  .  There is no 
shorthand way of communicating the non-existence of the two sided limit  
3
lim
x
T x
 
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Problem 10.1 
 
Draw onto Figure 10.4 a single function, f, that satisfies each 
of the following limit statements.  Make sure that you draw 
the necessary asymptotes and that you label each asymptote 
with its equation. 
 
  
3
lim
x
f x
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   
  
3
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f x
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  lim 2
x
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   
 
 Figure 10.4: f 
2x   Figure 10.1: k 4t Figure 10.2: w 3x    Figure 10.3: T 
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XML conversion
Converted to
MBX.
Fall 2015: tablet
students can stop
purchasing print.
All students can
use extra HTML
features. HTML
version is ADA
accessible.
ACTIVITY 2.7. NON-EXISTENT LIMITS 19
2.7 Non-existent Limits
Many limit values do not exist. Sometimes the non-existence is caused by the function
value either increasing without bound or decreasing without bound. In these special
cases we use the symbols ∞ and −∞ to communicate the non-existence of the limits.
Figures 2.7.1–2.7.3 can be used to illustrate some ways in which we communicate the
non-existence of these types of limits.
• In Figure 2.7.1 we could (correctly) write lim
x→2
k(x) = ∞, lim
x→2−
k(x) = ∞, and
lim
x→2+
k(x) =∞.
• In Figure 2.7.2 we could (correctly) write lim
t→4
w(t) = −∞, lim
t→4−
w(t) = ∞, and
lim
t→4+
w(t) = −∞.
• In Figure 2.7.3 we could (correctly) write lim
x→−3−
T (x) =∞ and lim
x→−3+
T (x) = −∞.
There is no shorthand way of communicating the non-existence of the two sided
limit lim
x→−3
T (x).
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Figure 2.7.1: y = k(x)
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Figure 2.7.3: y = T (x)
Exercises
1. In the plane provided, draw the graph of a single function, f , that satisfies each of
the following limit statements. Make sure that you draw the necessary asymptotes and
that you label each asymptote with its equation.
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WeBWorK
WeBWorK is an
open-source online
homework systems, with
a library of 35,000
homework exercises.
A closer simulation of
human instructor
feedback.
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WeBWorK and MBX
What if WeBWorK and
MBX had a bridge?
Idea: WeBWorK cells in
an HMTL page,
contacting a WeBWorK
server for interactive
feedback.
Either specify an OPL
problem in the source, or
make building block
WeBWorK code
templates.
Proof of concept built by Mike Gage.
Thanks to OpenOregon funding in
2015, we built it.
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APEX and Active
Our HECC grant:
convert APEX Calculus
and Active Calculus to
MBX.
Two strong OERs in
calculus: relatively
mature and widely
adopted already as far as
calculus OERs go.
These are much bigger
projects!
by Gregory Hartman
by Matt Boelkins
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Future Work
This year has been about converting APEX and Active, not
enhancing them.
More features to leverage:
GeoGebra embeddings
Sage cells
YouTube videos
Desmos graphing calculator
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Getting Started
Getting started with using MathBook XML and/or WeBWorK
is much easier if you have an experienced person to guide you.
But here are some general resources, and with determination
and grit, these will get you started too.
MathBook XML home page, with documentaiton, getting
started guide, and more
Alternative guide to get started with an existing MBX
project
Information on WeBWorK
